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tbs t rac t - -A  new comparison theorem about the parallel nonlinear AOR method [1] is set up, 
which describes in detail the influence of either the multisplitting of the coefficient matrix or the pair 
of the relaxation parameters on the convergence rate of this method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To solve paral lel  the large scale system of nonl inear equations 
Ax + ~(x) = b, (1.1) 
where A E L(R n) is a nonsingular matr ix,  b E R n and ~ : R n --~ R n is a continuously diagonal  
mapping,  but  may have discontinuous derivative, we proposed a class of paral lel  nonl inear AOR 
method (PNAOR-method)  in [1]. This method was designed through the matr ix  mult isp l i t t ing 
of the matr ix  A E L(Rn), and is a two-parameter  general izat ion of Whi te ' s  paral lel  nonl inear 
Gauss-Seidel  method (see [2]). Under certain condit ions, the global as well as the monotone 
convergence of the PNAOR-method were proved, and the influence of the re laxat ion parameter  
pair  on the convergence rate of this method was invest igated in detai l ,  too. 
In this paper,  we will continue to discuss the monotone convergence rate of the PNAOR-method 
following [1]. By further investigating the monotone character izat ions of the PNAOR-method,  we 
reveal that  different mult ispl i t t ings of the matr ix  A E L(R ~) or different pairs of the re laxat ion 
parameters  can result in different convergence rates of this method.  Thereby, a new comparison 
theorem is establ ished, which covers and extends the result given in [1]. 
2. REV IEWS OF THE PNAOR-METHOD 
AND ITS MONOTONE PROPERTIES  
To restate the PNAOR-method,  we first introduce the following notat ions and concepts. 
Let N = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. For i E N,  we use x~ to represent the ith component of a column vector 
x E R% For k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a (a  < n, a given posit ive integer), let Sk be a nonempty  subset of N 
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satisfying U~=IS k = N, 
[oCk) oCk) Ek = diag i~1 ,~2 , ' . . ,e(k)  
= { o, z o, for i C • Sk, i=  
(l!k)~ (u~ k)) L(R n) be and le tLk=, ,3  j' Uk ---- • 
l (.k) for i , j  • Sk and i > j, . (k) u~j , l!.k) "*~ , 
-'~ = 0, otherwise, ~J  = 0, otherwise, 
i , j  = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
Given a matrix A = (a~j) • L(Rn), write D = diag(A). If 
(a) A=D-Lk -Uk ,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  
(b) det(D) # 0, 
(c) ~ka=l Ek = I (I • L(R n) identity), 
then the collection of triples (D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (~) is called a multisplitting of the 
matrix A • L(Rn). 
Now the PNAOR-method can be described as follows. 
PNAOR-METHOD. Given initial approximation x ° • R n, for m = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  compute 
x +l = , i = (2.1) 
k=l 
where 
wfe~ 'k + (1 - w)x7, for i • Sk, xr~, k
l x~, for i ¢ Sk, (2.2) 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  
while ~m,k (i • Sk, i = l(1)n) are successively determined by 
a..~,~,k (~:,k~ x--~.(k)^m,k - - . (k ,  xm ~ ,k)~m 
j<i j<i i#i (2.3) 
i • Sk, i=  l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  k = l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Here, r • [0, oo), w • (0, oo), r is called a relaxation factor while w is an acceleration factor. 
Let the partial orderings (_, >) in R n and L(R n) be introduced according to the elements. If 
A = (aq) • L(R "~) is an M-matrix, (D-Lk ,  Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) is a multisplitting of it with 
Lk 
If ~ : R n --~ R n is a continuously diagonal isotone mapping, then for any x °, y0 6 R '~ satisfying 
Ax ° + : (z °) < b < ny ° + ~ (yO) (2.5) 
and for any r • [0, 1], w • (0, 1], the sequences {x m} and {ym} generated by the PNAOR-method 
starting from x ° and y0, respectively, have the following properties (see [1]): 
(1) x ° < x m < x m+l <_ ym+l < ym <_ yO; 
(2) lim,~--.oo xm = x* = limm-.oo ym, where x* is the unique solution of (1.1); 
(3) for any fixed r • [0, 1], increasing of the relaxation parameter w will speedup the conver- 
gence rates of the sequences. 
Moreover, for any fixed b • R n, any sequence generated by the PNAOR-method starting from 
any x ° • R n converges to x* provided {r,w} • [0,1] (w # 0); that is, the method converges 
globally at this time. 
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3. NEW COMPARISON THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Let A E L(R n) be an M-matr/x,  (D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  a) be a multisplit- 
ring of it with (2.4) holding, and ~: R n ~ R n be a continuously diagonal isotone mapping. Then 
for any x °, yO 6 R n satisfying (2.5), the sequences {xm}, {ym} generated by the PNAOR-method 
starting from x °, yO, respectively, satisfy 
Ax m + ~(x  m) < b < Ay m + ~(ym) ,  m = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (3.1) 
provided r • [0, 1], w • (0, 1]. 
PROOF. For example, we only verify 
Az m + ~ (x m) < b, rn -- 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  (3.2) 
by induction. The other half conclusion of (3.1) can be tested analogously. 
When m = 0, (3.2) is trivial. Suppose now that (3.2) holds for some positive integer m - 1. 
From (2.3), we have 
a,~x~ + ~ = a~ix? + ~i (x?) + r ~ l!k ) 2~,k _ xy  -- [dx m + ~ (x m) - b]~ z3 
j<i (3.3) 
i • Sk, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  
where [x]i denotes the ith component of x • R n. 
Let 
imin = rain {i I [ dxm + ~ (xm) - b]i > 0}, 
g (imin) -~ {k [ imin • Sk}. 
Then we can assert that  such imin does not exist. Otherwise, assume that  there is irnin _~ 1. Then 
for any i < imin, the relation (3.3) evidently implies 
- -  L . ,  z j  , 
j<~ (3 .4 )  
i ESk ,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,~ .  
Making use of the continuously diagonal isotonicity of ~ : R n --* R '~ and air > 0 (i --- 1, 2,..  , n), 
we can inductively deduce that 
&m,k_>x mz , i •Sk ,  k - -1 ,2 , . . . , (~  (3.5) 
hold for all i < imin. In the above demonstrations, (3.4) and (3.5) are thought to be vacuous for 
imin : 1. 
Now, consider (3.3) for i = imin. Since at this time there hold 
(k) (~?,k X?)  ~> 0 (~/1¢ • K(imin)), [Axrn-[-~(xrrt)-b]imln > O, limia j - -  _ 
j<imin 
from (3.5) and the definition of imi~, respectively, we easily know that there exists r • [0, 1] such 
that  
Smln~ 
j<imin 
Hence, (3.3) gives us 
a ^~,k  {~e 'k~ a • m m 
iminiminXimin + ~:~imin ~, ¢min/ < ~'minZminXimia + ~im,n (Ximin) ' Vk • K(imin). 
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So, the continuously diagonal isotonicity of ~o : R n --~ R '~ and a~ > 0 ({ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) again imply 
~m,k < m Vk E K (imin). 
Stain X imin  ' 
According to (2.1) and (2.2), we can immediately get 
t2 
$min "~- "n x " = ~min imin  /rain ~Limin ~ X imin  ~ 
k=l kEK(imin) keK( imin)  
which contradicts with the monotonically nondecreasing property of the sequence {xm}. There- 
fore, the set 
{i ] fAx m + ~(x m) - b]i > O} 
must be an empty set, and so (3.2) holds for the positive integer m, also. 
In light of the induction, the relation (3.2) is verified, and the proof of this theorem is completed. 
Based on Theorem 1, we can establish the following comparison theorem, which shows that 
different multisplittings of the matrix A E L(R n) or different pairs of the relaxation parameters 
(r, w) can result in different convergence rates of the PNAOR-method. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E L(R n) be an M-matrix, (D - Lk, Uk, Ek)(k = 1, 2,... ,c~) and (D - 
Ltk, U'k, Ek) (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~) be two multisplittings of it with 
= _> o, = _> o, 
k=l ,2 , . . . , c~,  
and qa: R n ---* R n be a continuously diagonal isotone mapping. If there holds at least one of the 
following conditions: 
Lk >_ L'k, k -- 1,2,...,c~, (3.6a) 
1 > r > r' > 0, (3.6b) 
1 > ~z > J > O, (3.6c) 
then by Theorem 1, for the starting vectors x ° = x '° E R n satisfying 
Ax ° + qo (x °) <_ b, 
both the sequences {x m} and (x 'm} generated by the PNAOR-method corresponding to the 
relaxation parameter pa/rs (r,o~) and (r ' ,~')  and to the multisplittings ( D -  Lk, Uk, Ek) (k = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a) and (D - f f  k, U'k, Ek) (k = 1, 2 . . . .  , a) of A E L(R~), respectively, converge to the 
unique solution x* of the system of nonlinear equations (1.1). Moreover, there hold 
trn x m>x , m=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  (3.7) 
The corresponding results, with all inequalities reversed, hold for the sequences {ym} and 
{y,rn} starting from yO = y,O, too. 
PROOF. We are going to verify it by induction. 
When m -- 0, (3.7) is trivial. Suppose now that (3.7) holds for some m > 0. By Theorem 1, 
we know that 
Az TM + ~(z m) < b, 
Ax 'm + qa(x 'm) <_ b. 
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Since (2.3) is equivalent to (3.3), there hold 
a.z~ + ~ ~7 'k > a~x? + ~(x~)  + r V'z!k ) ~7 %~ - -  ~ Ij - -X  , 
j<i 
i E Sk, k= l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Thereby, the continuously diagonal isotonicity of ~o : R ~ --+ R" and a i i>  0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) result 
in 
im,k kx  m, i cSk ,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Similarly, there also hold 
^lm, k tm 
X i >X i , i~Sk ,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Again, based on (3.3), we can obtain in either case of (3.6), that for i E Sk (k = 1,2, . . .  ,a),  
there hold 
~,~x~ + ~ = a .x r  + ~ (~r) + ~ ~ l~) C ,~ : x?  
j< i  
- [Ax m + ~o (x m) - b]i 
_> a.xr xr) 
j< i  
- lAx m + ~(x  m) - b]i 
rt E "(k) ^m,k ~ ll(k) m i(k) m ---- ~ ij Xj +(1--r')~ ~j xj + E U ij xj + b~ 
j<i j<~ j# i  
>~ rt E'l(k)^rn'k ~ ,t(k) trn ~ t(k) tm t i j  Xj +(1- r ' )~ . .L i j  x j  +~_u i j  x j  +b i  
j<i j<i j#~ 
= ai ix i + ~oi(x 'm) + z.. o ij I x  j - x' 
j< i  
- [A~ '~ + ~(x '~) - b]~ + ~' ~ ,'(~) (C  ,~ - Z... ~ i j  . X j  ) 
j< i  
^l m,k ^lm, k . ! ~ ,l(k) 
a i i x  i + ~(x  i ) (~:?,k 
^lm,k~ 
= +r  L t i j  . -x j  ) 
j< i  
According to the continuously diagonal isotonicity of ~ : R ~ --+ R n and a i i>  0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) 
again, we see that 
^lm,k 
~,k  >_ x i , i c Sk, k = l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Applying (2.2) and (3.6c), we have 
_>xr 
= ~'~7 'k + (1 - ~') x?  
I ^l ~ '~ l Trt _>wx~ +(l-J)x~ 
t~r~,k 
--~X i , 
for i e S~ (k = 1,2, . . .  ,a).  Using (2.1), we immediately get 
X m+l  ~___ X troT1, 
6 z. BAI 
which shows the validity of (3.7) for m + 1. Hence, (3.7) holds for any nonnegative integer, and 
so we fulfill the proof of Theorem 2. 
The proving process of Theorem 2 implies that the sequences {~m,k}, {X,~,k}, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~, 
and {x m} generated by the PNAOR-method converge monotonously nondecreasingly to x*, the 
unique solution of the system (1.1), while the sequences {~)m,k}, {ym,k},  k = 1,2 , . . . ,a ,  and 
{ym} generated by the PNAOR-method converge monotonously nonincreasingly to x*. 
In the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we admit the fact that 
a~ + ~(x~) > a~y~ + ~(y~) + )-~ t~j(xj -y j ) ,  
j ( i  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
imply xi _> yi (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) provided 
aii >0 ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
lij >_ O, i, j = l,  2, . . . , n, i > j ,  
and 
~(z) = (~1(xl), ~2(z2), . . . ,  ~n(~,~)) T 
is continuously isotone. This fact is, of course, true since D + ~ - L : R n --* R n defines an 
M-function at this time. 
4.  NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
For simplicity, here we consider a particular case of the system of nonlinear equations (1.1); 
i.e., 
A= -2  3 -1  , ~(x )= x 3 -1  , b= . 
-2  -2  3 e x3 - 1 
We take a = 2 and 
D = diag (A) -- diag (3, 3, 3), 
L1 = 0 , U1 = 0 , 
0 2 
L2= 0 , U2= 0 , 
2 0 
L~I = 0 , Utl = 0 , 
0 2 
LIU2 = 0 , UI2 = 0 , 
1 1 
(i o (o o 
E1 = ~ , E2= 0 ~ . 
0 0 0 
Then (D  - Lk ,  Uk, Ek) (k = 1, 2) and (D - L 'k,  U'k, Ek)  (k = 1, 2) are two multisplittings of the 
matrix A E L (RS) .  Evidently, the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied at this time. 
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Table 1. Iterations for the multisplitting. (D - Lk, Uk, Ek) (k ---- 1, 2). 
m (r,~) = (-:, ½) (r,~) = (½, 1) (~,~) = (1,1) 
[0.~42015~ [051679% [0536031~ 
5 /0.479197] |0.689356| 10.714454] 
\0.275003] \0.519628] \0.547061] 
[ 0.512173 ~ [ 0.597884 ~ [ 0.600692 
10 | 0.682889 ] | 0.778541 ) | 0.781663 ] 
\ 0.508850 ] \ 0.624078 \ 0.627907 / 
•0.573338) [0.604073) [ 0.604344 ~
15 ! 0.751375 / 0.785o96 / 0.785398 ! 
\0.591079 \0.631983 \0.632350/ 
(0.594138' (0604521' [o.6o4544 
20 0.774237 I 0.785577 I |0.785603 J 
\ 0.618780 j \0.632563 j \0.632595] 
f 0.604544) 
22 | 0.785602 
\ 0.632593 
( 0.601093 ~
25 0.781838 I 
~, 0.628015 j 
[ 0.604542 ~ 
50 [0.785600! 
\ 0.632591 / 
Table 2. Iterations for the multisplitting. (D - L'k, U'k, Ek)(k = 1, 2). 
m (?', 0J) 1 1 1 ---- (:, :) (r, w) = (:, 1) (r, w) = (1, 1) 
' 0.335761 ~ f 0.505581 ~ [ 0.516790 
5 0.466927 ! | 0.675618 ! | 0.689356 ! 
,0.256725 ] \ 0.502883 ] \ 0.519628 ] 
' 0.506133 ' i f 0.596079 ~ [ 0.597984 
10 0.674581 I | 0.776293 | | 0.778541 | 
,0.497592, \ 0.621217 ] \ 0.624078 ] 
'o.57oo66' k /0.603841~ /0.604073 
15 0.747280 I /0"784831 | /0"785096 | 
~ 0.585667 \0.631650] \0.631983] 
'0.592639' [ 0.604496 ~ [ 0.604521 
0.772433} [ 0.785549 ! | 0.785577| 20 
,0.616431 \ 0.632528 ] \ 0.632563 ] 
[ 0.604544 
22 i0.785602| 
\0.632593] 
[o.604542"~ 
23 10.785600| 
\ 0.632591 ] 
[o.6oo457~ 
25 /0.781089! 
\0.627050/ 
[o.604537~ 
5o /o.785594) 
\ 0.632583 ] 
[ 0.604544 ~ 
51 lO.785598! 
\ 0.632588 ] 
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Let z ° = (0, 0, 0) T E R 3. Then we see that 
Ax °+~(x  °) =(0 , -1 , -1 )  T <b.  
If the Newton method is used to solve the nonlinear equations (2.3) and the computation is 
terminated once the current iteration x m satisfies 
]lAx m + ~(x m) - bill <_ 10 -5, 
we can get the values of {x m} = {(x~, x~ n, x~n) T} corresponding to different choices (1/3, 1/2), 
(1/2, 1) and (1, 1) of the relaxation parameter pair (r, w). These numerical results thoroughly 
coincide with our theory. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The convergence rate of the parallel nonlinear AOR method established in [1] is further in- 
vestigated in the sense of monotonicity. The new comparison theorem which extends the result 
given in [1] shows that except for the influences of the weighting matrices Ek (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a), 
the selection (1, 1) of the relaxation parameter pair (r,w) and the choices 
Lk= \'J/(l!k)~ /}k)= [ --aij, fo r i , j cSk  and/>j ,  
' i 0, otherwise, 
[u(k)'~ .(k) O, fo r / :  j or i , jE  Sk but /> j, 
Uk k ' J )  , "~ij 
--ai j ,  otherwise, 
k= t ,2 , . . . ,a  
of the multiple splittings 
A=D-Lk -Uk ,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a  
can result in the faster convergence rate of the parallel nonlinear AOR method under the as- 
sumptions of this paper. Also, it implies that the optimum relaxation parameter pair should be 
some (r0, w0) with r0, w0 E (1, c~) in general. This conclusion particularly holds for the parallel 
multisplitting AOR method established in [3] for solving the system of linear equations Ax = b. 
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